
Upcoming Events: 

CAPTURING MOMENTS OF OUR JOURNEY                          JANUARY 20, 2017  

KE Owls 

Butterflies 

 

 

Shelby, Lila and     

Jonah touched ice.     

Isabella squeezed a 

baster to push water 

through the structure. 

Addy applied mud 

paint to her picture 

with a Q-Tip. Krisha        

explored dirty mud 

while Michael and  

Lila explored clean 

mud! Jack counted 

the Mrs. Wishy Washy 

bubbles and circled 

the corresponding     

number. Calen,    

Shelby, Avery and 

Crosby worked      

together to complete 

the Mrs. Wishy Washy 

puzzle.  

Thinking about Summer 

Camp is the best way to 

warm up this winter!       

has begun online! 

Arin, Zach and Lillian sorted small, medium and large pompoms into the       

appropriate bowl. Zach and Nathan completed a Fish Glyph by answering  

questions about themselves. Lillian and Brody sorted fish into an AB pattern.   

Thank you Zulandi family for donating the red wagon!  



Lions 

Giraffes 

Annalisa and 

Divya rolled the 

die to           

determine what 

color button to 

place on Pete 

the Cat.  

 

 

Taylor's mom 

brought their 

dog, Reagan, 

to school while 

the Giraffes 

continued to 

explore their 

theme about 

Pets. 

 

 

The Eagles learned about the Chinese New Year. Dylan, Avery 

and Raahi worked on a dragon collage while Holden, Maggie, 

Brylie, and Sarah wrote their names in Chinese.  

Eagles 

The JK classes took a field trip to the Loudoun 

County Bus Depot. Caleb measured himself with a 

bus tire. The Lions learned about the safety feature 

of the cross bar. Brooke’s mom joined the Lions 

on their adventure! 

Miya helped rebuild the   

water mitt when the KE Owls 

sang “WATER”. Tyler 

helped to play the “WATER” 

song on the keyboard. 

Cooper, Tyler and Hana took 

a turn being “the doggies in 

the window” as the Frogs 

sang the song! 

Leah placed the   

appropriate number 

of colored dots onto 

the dogs after she 

placed them in     

sequential order. 

Music 


